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J & M Residential Lettings Ltd
LANDLORD APPLICATION
JMHA is a trading name of J & M Residential Lettings Ltd
The Hub, Burnley Road, Bacup, Lancashire, OL13 8AG.
Tel: 0333 456 4737
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LANDLORD INFORMATION
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS
PROPERTY INFORMATION
COMMON TENANT QUESTIONS
KEY FEATURES
WHAT CONTACT DETAILS DO YOU WANT US TO GIVE TENANTS?
PHOTOS - PROPERTIES WITH PHOTOS GAIN 400% MORE ENQUIRIES THAN THOSE WITHOUT.
PLEASE ADD FLOOR PLAN
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
ID VERIFICATION
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
WHO OWNS THIS PROPERTY?
To protect against fraud, we can only advertise properties on behalf of their legal owner. We will require proof of ownership before your property can be added to external websites, which is a simple procedure that can be complemented at any time prior to your property being set live. We can accept proof from you directly or we can perform a land registry check. If you are a friend, relative or tenant of the owner and you are advertising the property with the owner's permission, we will need to see proof of authority and appropriate identification.
By ticking this box and entering your name, you are providing your digital signature that you agree to be bound by our terms and conditions.
To protect tenants from rental fraud and to protect JMHA against the abuse of our free services, we also confirm the identity of all our landlords by conducting an identity check. This is similar to a credit check but does not affect your credit rating.
*This can only be bought if the tenant has been referenced through jmha.co.uk. 
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